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The first wall and blanket design concepts being
evaluated for the STA1FHE commercial tokamak reactor
study are presented. The two concepts represent dif-
ferent approaches to the mechanical design of a tritium
breeding blanket using the reference materials options.
Each concept has a separate fevritlc steel first wsll
cooled by heavy water (D20), and a fcrrltlc ateel

blanket with solid lithium oxide breeder cooled by
helium. A separate helium purge system Is used in
both concepts to extract tritium. The two concepts are-
compared and relative advantages and disadvantages for
each are discussed.

Introduction

First wall and blanket mechanical dealgn options

are being developed for the selected reference mat-

erials option. The rationale for the materials sel-

ection 1* the subject of a separate paper at this

Symposium and will not be discussed here. The table

below briefly summarizes the selected materials.

First Wall

Structure: Ferrltlc ateel (Alternate: Austen-
ltlc stainless steel)

Coolent: D 20, heavy water

Blanket

Structure: Ferritic steel (Alternates: Titan-
ium alloy or austenitic stainless
steel)

Coolsnt:

Breeder:

Helium

Lithium oxide

Two different mechanical design concepts for the
reference materials option arc presently being develop-
ed and further analyzed to assure that design require-
ments are satisfied in the areas of thermal hydraulics,
power cycle efficiency, tritium breading, tritium re-
covery, fabrlcablllty, and structural integrity. The
concepts will also be compared to determine how well
they satisfy these Important STA1PI1E design object-
ives:

o minimize probability/consequences of acci-
dental contact of incompatible materials;

o maximize reliability of system and components,
to lncrsese availability;

o maxladzs maintainability by minimizing need
for, and time required for, standard malntenancs
operations;

o minimize lnur wall/blankst/ihleld thickness

(A* ) , to reduce reactor alia and

magnetic field; amd '

o minimize outer wall/blanket/shlcld thickness,
to minimize TF and EF coll size.

The final choice for the mechanical design concept
will be made following these analyses and comparisons.

Selection of the mechanical design concept for
the helium cooled blanket is strongly dependent on
the individual and combined characteristics of the sel-
ected structural material, coolant and breeder. Of
critical importance Is assuring satisfactory adherence
to minimum and ?««<•• temperature constraints placed

on the solid breeders . Minimizing the blanket thick-
ness, manifold and header size are also of major im-
portance, In order to minimize required reactor alze.

Both the design concepts being evaluated use the
approach of individual blanket modules of similar shape
and size which are built up Into wedge-shaped firat
wall and blanket circumferential sectors. This

2
approach, discussed in another paper at this Symposium ,
has several advantages. It permits more accurate
tailoring of the blanket to match neutron wall load
values at specific positions around the plasma cross
section. Accommodation of local discontinuities such
as vacuum ports and rf ducts is simplified. Replace-
ment of individual modules can be performed in the hot
cell, while the reactor continues normal operation
following Installation of a replacement sector. The
reactor la thus shut down only for the time needed to
remove the sector containing a faulty first wall or
blanket component and to Install the replacement sector.

A water-cooled first wall, mechanically and
structurally separate from the blanket, was selected
for both the blanket design concepts. The separate
flrat wall concept permits simple replacement (in the
hot cell) of a failed first wsll panel without also
requiring replacement of the more expensive blanket
module behind it. The use of water coolant for the
flrat wall in the reference design accoEaodates the

selected neutron well load ( P J value of 3.5 MW/m2

with negligible pumping loascs. The two additional
disconnect/reconnect operations for the first wall
water coolant headers, necessary for removal of a
blanket sector, are not considered a major addition to
the time required for that operation.

Discussion of Design Concepts

Two mechanical design concepts are being consider-
ed for the blanket. In the first concept, the module
walls are pressurized to the coolant atatic pressure.
The solid brssder is contained In sealed tubes, arrang-
ed in a staggered rod bank pattern, which are cooled
by cross-flowing the helium over them. In the second
concept, the helium coolant flows inside tubes each of
which im surrounded throughout the module by the solid
breeder. This section discusses the two concepts, and
the water-cooled first wall common to both.
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Pra—urlxad Modula Concapt

Tha praaaurliad blanket module has essentially the
f o m of a slightly taparad parallelepiped, a* ahown In
Fig. 1. Four of the (Idee are aligned to follow the
two planes formed by the wadga-ahaped blankat sector
and two planes extending radially, froa approximately
the plasma center. The front face Is semicircular and
the back face Is a shallow samlcllipsold. Module width
(distance along sector chord) Is variable to match
sector width at any point. Module depth end thermal
hydraulic paraaetera (breeder zone details and coolant
mass flowrate) say be adjusted to match the actual
neutron wall load for any position In the blanket
sector.

Each module has one coolant Inlet and two cool-
ant outlets at toe rear face, which attach to manifolds
wrapping around the blanket sector. Tha manifolds
connect all nodules In the sector together and run to
vertically aligned headers (large diameter pipes) at
the top and bottom of tha sector. The headers are
mechanically attached to Inlet and outlet feed pipes
which remsla In the reactor when a sector la removed.

: Helium coolant enters the module through the Inlet
at the rear face and flows radially toward the front
face (nose) through plenums formed by the double
walled module sides. The helium enters the semicir-
cular nose area where the flow Is divided Into channels
with flow direction alternating between adjacent
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Figure 1. Helium-Cooled Blankat - Pressurized. Module Concept.
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channels. The hellim then enters a plena Teflon
through ports In the nose Inner wall and flows radi-
ally through the breeding region. The flow then enters
a second plenum region and exits to the outlet mani-
fold..

The breeding zone of the pressurized Module con-
tains circular breeder tubeav which extend across the
full nodule width (toroidal direction). The tubes are
in rows, with successive rows staggered to produce an
equilateral pitch. Each tube consists of a structural
shell, U 2 0 breeder, and end fittings for the purge gss

system. The shell is sized for a differential pressure
(collapse) equal to the coolent ststie pressure. The
compacted lithium oxide breeder inside the shell hea a
small central axial hole. The purge gas is introduced
into the cell through the fitting at one end, flows
through the breeder center hole, and exits through the
fitting at the other end. The helium (at t 1 atm
pressure) perneates the breeder, and collects the
tritiua in the fora of T«0 or H O T with oxygen supplied
through a low partial pressure of oxygen in the helium.

The breeder tube diameter varies through the depth
of the blanket, from t< 1.8 cm-near the nose to t A.O cm
at the rear, In order to maintain breeder temperatures

within minimum and W K I B 1 " temperature limits as vol-
umetric heating rates decrease with depth through £he
blanket. The breeder temperatures sre sensitive to
changes In the heat conductance value (assumed to be

-v, U - 2000 W/m2-*K) for the structure/breeder Inter-
face. Further work Is needed to optimize breeder tube
design details to assure that required values of con-
ductance can be reliably aaintalned throughout the
blanket design life.

Heat generated within the breeder Is conducted
through the breeder to the tube structure surface. The
helium coolant, flowing across the rows of tubes, re-
moves this heat by convection. Thermal-hydraulic
characteristics of the coolant flow across the breeder
tubes are based on well-established empirical relation-
ships for cross-flow tube bank heat exchangers. Spac-
ing of the tubes is based on an equilateral pattern
for adjacent tubes with 1.15 D spacing between tube
centers (i.e., the gap between any two adjacent tubes
is equal to 0.15 times the tube diameter). This per-
mits a relatively high packing fraction for the tubes.
Total pumping power required for the breeding zone only
is t- 0.5 HW (pump work) for the reactor, which is
negligible in comparison to the power required for the
rest of the helium coolant system. Total ptsiplng power
for all 24 blanket sectors Is estimated to be ** 50 MW
(pump work), or * 1.3Z of total reactor thermal power
with nearly all the losses occurring in the manifolds.
This value includes all pressure losses occurring In
the sectors between the inlet and outlet header dis-
connects.

The pressurized module makes efficient use of
structural material to keep the structural volume
fraction as low as possible in order to enhance tritiua
breeding. The module sides are deslgnad with outer and
inner walls Joined by ribs. This design is structurally
more efficient than a aingle pressurized wall. The use
of two walls also provides a flow channel around the
blanket perimeter through which relatively cool hellua
from the inlet manifold flows radially toward the
blanket nose, keeping all the pressurized outer wall
at *< 300°C or leas. The Inner wells experience vir-
tually no differential pressure. Tie rods span the
long width direction of the module In a square pattern
with ^ 10 cm spacing. These rods react the pressure
loads applied to opposite vails, further reducing
the required wall thickness. In the short width

direction, a combination of tie rods and thin bulkheads
Is uaed t* react pressure loads on opposite walls. The
bulkheads also provide support for the long breeding
cells by holding them In close-fitting boles to prevent
any significant deflection of breeder tubes between
bulkheads. The possibility of using the breeder tubes
as structural maabera, to eliminate tie rods in the
long width (tube axial) direction, will be Investigated.

Coolant inlet temperature and outlet temperature
for the pressurized module concept are 250 C and 500°C,
respectively. A key feature of this concept Is that It
permits the maximum coolant temperature to be approxi-
mately equal to the msTfmiim temperature of the module
well structure. This is Important because It maxlmlzea
the power cycle efficiency for the heliua coolant. The
only highly pressurized structure in the module with a
temperature nearly equal to coolant outlet temperature
la the outlet manifolds at the rear of the blanket.
All other structure In the module, with the exception
of the breeder tubes near the rear of the blanket, will
experience temperatures no greater than the coolant out-
let temperature. The breeder tubes near the rear of
the blanket are estimated to have a structural temp-
erature approximately 30°C higher than the local cool-
ant, or -v 530 C. Hast of the structure will be at con-
siderably lower temperatures, and will be sized for
loads resulting from thermal gradients and reactions
to pressure loads.

The pressurized module concept for the reference
blanket haa been analyzed to determine a preliminary
estimate for volume fractions, using both ferrltlc
steel alloy and titanium alloy T1-6242S as structure.
The table below shows the results.

Z V Structure

Z V L12O*

Z V Void/He

Ferritic

14.9

57.2

27.9

T1-6242S

11.1

57.2

31.7

* Volume required by breeder without accounting for
voids.

The lower structural fraction for the T1-6242S results
from the higher allowable atresses coapared to the
ferritic steel. From the standpoint of design and fab-
ricablllty the titanium) alloy seems superior to the
ferritic steel because (a) Its ductlle-to-brittle trans-
ition is significantly less than room temperature,
(b) no preweld heat treatment is required, and (c) post-
weld heat treatment (other than annealing) is not
required.

Pressurized Tube Concept

In the second concept for the helium cooled
blanket (Fig. 2 ) , helium coolent is contained in cubes
which are eurroundad by the breeder (essentially the
reverse of the concept previously described). The
tubes are each In a D-shape. The tube end regions ere
aligned radially clang the nodule ends, with the center
region running lengthwise through the module. The ends
of the tubes ere manifolded so that each module haa
only one inlet end one outlet fitting for the coolant.
These fittings are located on the flet beck face of the
module. The purge gas system consists of a separate
network of porous tubes, each located et the approxi-
mate center of any four adjacent tubes forming a square
pattern. The tabes are connected to a atparate header
system et the module ends which connect to Inlet end
outlet fittings at the rear face of the blanket.
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Heliua-Cooled Blanket - Pressurized
Tube Concept.

The outer wall of the Module le alzad to contain
the •*• 1 ata atatlc pressure of the hellua purge gae.
The wall la actively cooled by hellua; construction Is
slallar to that of the water-cooled first wall. Active
cooling la considered neccsssry because the breeder
conductivity Is too low to adequately conduct heat away
froai the outer wall to maintain a satisfactory —•»<»«
structural temperature.

The aodule walls enclose the breeder which fills
the aodule end surrounds the tubing network. Tuba
spacing, inside disaster, and length vary through the
blanket depth to achieve equal coolant taaperatura
changes end equal coolant pressure drops for all the
tubas. FrellBlnary thetael-hydraullca analysis In-
dicates that tube Inside dlaaeters should vary froa
t 1.2 ca at the front to i> 0.8 ca at the rear of the

blanket. Approximately 170 tubes are required for each
aodule. A narrow gap between the breeder and the tube
outer surface has been conservatively assumed for heat
transfer calculations. Coolant Inlet and outlet teap-
eraturas have been assumed to be 225 and 475°C, re-
spectively. Outlet teaperature was reduced froa the
500°C aasumed for the previous concept to keep the
i-"1*"™ tube tempereture to * 530 C. Prwsure drops
for the blanket have been estimated to be 16 to 18 psi
at the 750 psig coolant static pressure. Iftis results
In pumping power losses of t> 2Z of reactor thermal
power.

Inner Blanket Concept

For both concepts, the Inner blanket Is pres-
ently assumed to be water-cooled and non-breeding, to

minimize o g s. However, should neutronlcs analysis show

that additional breeding on the Inboard wall la needed
for either concept, a modified breeding blanket design
would be adopted for that region. The design would
essentially consist of the first 30 to 40 cm depth of
the standard breeding blanket concept. Blanket depth
and manifolding diameter would be adjusted In this

region to maintain the desired A and still achieve

the necessary additional breeding and adequate heat
recovery.

First Wall Concept

The first well concept for the reference design la
essentially a water-cooled flat panel. The baalc con-
cept Is common to both the reference and alternate
blanket concepts. Details of the design will be devel-
oped later In the study. For the present, the mechani-
cal design concept used is that adopted previously In

the ANL-EPR study . In this design, cooling la accomp-
lished by circulating pressurized water in a network of
channels that line the plasma side of the panel. The
channels are formed by bonding preformed steel sheet
to a second, flat ateel sheet. Each panel section
spans aeveral blanket modules, and has one Inlet and
one outlet coolant line which connect to manifolds at
the rear of the blanket module. These manifolds
connect all firat wall panels and the water-cooled in-
board blanket within a single blanket sector. The
manifolds terminate In headers in the vicinity of the
helium blanket coolant headera, and are in turn attached
mechanically to inlet and outlet feed pipes which re-
main in the reector when the sector Is removed.

Comparison of Blanket Concepts

Figure 3 presents a comparison of the two blanket
concepts previously discussed in terms of design re-
quirements and design objectives. The pressurized tube
concept has the relative advantage of structural sim-
plicity compared to the pressurized aodule concept.
The high pressure coolant la contained by tubes rather
than by the irregular shape formed by the module walls.
.The circular shape is structurally more efficient for
[containing the high pressure. The reduction In the
inuaber of stress concentration regions could be ex-
pected to result in somewhat greater assurance against
the occurrence of coolant leaks. Fabrication would be
simpler for the pressurized tube concept, although the
development of a method to fill the module with
breeder to the desired BOX of theoretical denalty Is
a concern.

the pressurized tube concept has several
Inherent relative disadvantages. First, the maximum
temperature of each tube will be * 40-50°C above the
coolant outlet temperature. The wall thickness of the
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Figure 3. Comparison of Helium-Cooled Blanket Concepts.

tubes Bust therefore be sized to the • « T 1 I I allowable
structure temperature and the coolant outlet tempera-
ture determined accordingly. For the pressurized
module concept, maximum structure temperature of tha
presaurlzed outer wall is i> 50O°C which occurs in the
outlet tube at the rear of the blanket. Given the in-
herent differences between maximum coolant temperature
and maximum structure temperature for the two concepts,
for any arbitrary maximum structure temperature limit
the pressurized module concept should permit coolant
outlet temperatures ^ 4O°C higher than for the pressur-
ized tube concept. Second, for the pressurized tube
concept the pumping power required for the blankets
and manifolds together la estimated to be •>• 3.OZ of
reactor thermal power; this compares to i> 1.3Z for the
pressurized module concept. The difference amounts to
"u 66 HW (work), and would significantly reduce net
efficiency for the power cycle. The requirement for
an actively cooled module wall is a significant added
conplexlty and may poaslbly result in a significant
reduction in blanket breeding capability. This
requirement will be further investlgstsd.

Further evaluation of the two concepts will be per-
formed in the sress of structural analyais, thermal-
hydraulics, and neutronlcs to aid In the selection of
the design concept to be adopted for the STAWIRE re-
actor and optimized as an integral part of the reactor
design.
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